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Features:

•• Steel mudguard washers also known as penny washers, the oversize outside diameter 
gives extensive spread of the clamp load

•• Bright zinc plated

Specification Table
Thread Size External Diameter Internal Diameter Part Number

M5 × 20 20
5.2

D01116

M5 × 25 25 D01117

M6 × 20 20

6.5

D01118

M6 × 25 25 D01119

M6 × 30 30 D01120

M6 × 40 40 D01121

M6 × 50 50 D01122

M8 × 25 25 8.4 D01123

M8 × 30 - - D01124

M8 × 40 - - D01125

M8 × 50 - - D01126

M10 × 25 - - D01127

M10 × 40 - - D01129

M10 × 50 - - D01130

Dimensions : Millimetres


